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Abstract

Among the founders of family firms, succession is the greatest challenge to long-term success. According to The Family Firm Institute (n.d.), only about 30% of family businesses survive into the second generation, 12% are still viable into the third generation, and only about 3% of all family businesses operate into the fourth generation or beyond. In contrast to Western countries, the sustainable development of family-owned enterprises within Chinese society must rely on the operation of enterprises. Succession, being inevitable, can reduce the value of a company. This study sought to identify the appropriate succession plan to maintain business value and family’s wealth. The main purpose of this study is to discuss the relationship between a family’s succession, the successor, and firm performance. The sample is comprised of listed firms in Taiwan with necessary data from the Taiwan Economic Journal Database (TEJ). The period extends from 1996 till 2016. Securities, financial firms, and other elements of incomplete information are excluded from the sample. The research sample including 1,286 firms and 13,849 firm-year data, 2,918 of which indicate succession issues. This study employed regression model and investigated the relationships between family succession, the successor, and corporate performance. The main findings indicate that succession negatively influences corporate performance. However, an internal successor is better than an external one, and children successors are better than other relatives.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the Liberty Times Net 2015 Chinese Family Firms Survey, the average age of a family firm in Taiwan is 30 years, the founder is 61 years old on average, 43% are succession enterprises, and the average tenure of the founder is 17.8 years, which is higher than that of China and Hong Kong. As a result, leaders of family firms in Taiwan are relatively older and face the problem of succession. Because of shareholding and stock dispersion within the family, conflicts related to succession arise. Recently, many founders of family firms in Taiwan have retired or passed away. Some enterprises, such as Formosa Plastics Group, have formed succession plans early on; others have experienced a series of conflicts after the founder passed away, e.g., Evergreen Group.

Succession involves a series of complex processes, influenced by family structure, transfer of wealth and power, change of management style, harmony of family members, different values and beliefs, and training, all of which affect corporate performance (Ghee, Ibrahim, & Abdul-Halim, 2015). The literature on family firms and corporate performance research focuses mostly on comparing family and non-
family benefits. Other studies compared family firm succession in terms of the founder, the second generation, the third generation, and so on, but no consistent results were obtained. This study focuses on management succession in which the successor types will be categorized as children, external executives, and other relatives. The main findings are as follows: (1) succession negatively influences corporate performance, (2) internal succession is better than external succession, and children successors bring greater success than other relatives.

This study contributes to the family firm literature in several ways. First, previous studies have only discussed the relationships between family and non-family firms or generations of family successors. This study further studies the succession of family firms and its relationship with corporate performance. Second, scant literature has examined characteristics of the successor and their impact on corporate performance. By so doing, this study provides implications for the most appropriate successor regarding the success of the firm.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

1.1. Game theory and succession

Game theory focuses on how the game participant performs a strategic response to the actions of other participants. In recent years, game theory has been applied to family firm research (Burkart, Panunzi, & Shleifer, 2003; Morck & Yeung, 2004; Blumentritt, Mathews, & Marchisio, 2013). Michael-Tsabari and Weiss (2015) applied game theory to family firms to explore the succession from founder to successor. Succession represents a dynamic process, from the preparation of the actual succession to the succession after a period of time, and involves many different participants (Morris, Williams, Allen, & Avila, 1997). Previous studies (Blumentritt et al., 2013; Michael-Tsabari & Weiss, 2015) have confirmed that having family members in the process of succession with contestants through a series of choices will indeed affect the results.

1.2. Agency, stewardship theories, and succession

Agency theory was first proposed by Jensen and Meckling (1976). With inconsistency among the principal and agent goals or interests, proxy problems arise. Because family ownership, management unity, and its interests and supervision are not necessary in this perspective, this approach is not widely used (Chrisman, Chua, & Litz, 2004; Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Fama & Jensen, 1983). In recent years, many studies have explained behavior, governance, and family corporate performance using agency and stewardship theory (e.g., Corbetta & Salvato, 2004; Schulze, Lubatkin, Dino, & Buchholtz, 2001; Shukla, Carney, & Gedajlovic, 2014; Villalonga & Amit, 2006). Research has presented new principal agent conflicts, such as those stemming from the family and non-family shareholder relationship (Villalonga & Amit, 2006). Moreover, research demonstrates that agency governance mechanisms, such as board of directors, incentive compensation plans, and monitoring activities, serve their theorized purpose within family firms (Anderson & Reeb, 2004; Braun & Sharma, 2007). However, due to non-economic goals and family involvement, the transition from agency theory to stewardship theory to analyze family firms (Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997; Donaldson & Davis, 1991) predicted the corporate performance of family firms (Eddleston & Kellermanns, 2007).

The theory of stewardship originated in the study of Davis et al. (1997) and posits that the management of self-interest and organizational conflicts of interest is based on stewardship spirit and the choice not to violate the overall interests of the organization. However, family involvement management will improve corporate performance (Charbel, Bouri, & Georges, 2013; Hoffmann, Wulf, & Stubner, 2016). When family members agree with the firm and have emotional links with the enterprise, consideration for the survival and development of enterprises and reduction of risk will be performed with a long-term perspective (Miller & Breton-Miller, 2006; Sciascia & Mazzola, 2008).
1.3. Definition of family firms and succession

Most researchers who have defined a family firm have observed family members’ board size, stock ownership, management and administrative rights, etc. In general, Western countries tend to use management or ownership of shares to define family firms; because of the dispersion of equity, the definition of family firms emphasizes family members as managers or major shareholders. Therefore, family members are major shareholders or managers, and their enterprises will be thought of as family firms (Claessens, Djankov, & Lang, 2000). However, in Asian countries, when the founder of a company is a major shareholder, it is defined as a family firm. Recently, more scholars have referred to the work of Chrisman, Chua, and Sharma (2005) to define four core orientations: family ownership, family control, family member manager roles, and generation intervention (Miller & Breton-Miller, 2006). Fan and Bennedsen (2015) define family firms among large listed companies as those in which family members are the major owners and hold more than 10% of equity, or in which the family has more than a nominal ownership of the management. From the perspective of control, the Taiwan Economic Journal (TEJ) related seats are subject to friendly seats. Membership of more than 50% will overestimate the real influence on the seats of control, such as control holding more than 10% of the definition of a family firm, in which the company’s shareholding structure is not considered to be different. This will cause the bias to be the right of control.

In summary, in Asian countries, the definition of a family firm should also consider the family ownership, control of seats, and the degree of participation of family members. The study adopts the definition of a family firm by Fan and Bennedsen (2015) as an enterprise in which family members hold more than 10% of equity, excess holdings are higher than 0, and there are more than two family members serving as directors, supervisors, and first-level directors.

In Chinese corporate culture, succession is significant. Successors not only inherit the estate of a corporation, but also the proverbial throne. However, it is difficult for family firms to build a succession-planning program. For family firms’ founders, succession is the greatest long-term challenge. According to The Family Firm Institute (n.d.), only about 30% of family and businesses survive into the second generation, 12% are still viable into the third generation, and only about 3% of all family businesses operate into the fourth generation or beyond.

Succession is the process of transferring the power of entrepreneurship to successors. On the premise of sustainable development, a successor should improve the structure of the company (Lansberg, 1988). According to Aronoff and Ward (1990), when a new leader of a family firm completely controls the whole company, this is referred to as successful succession (Longenecker & Schoen, 1978). According to Fan, Wong, and Zhang (2012), a succession takes place when a family member is appointed to the position of chairman and the founder transfers control to the successor. In this study, we apply this definition of succession.

1.4. Succession and corporate performance

During the process of succession, the founders are focused mainly on corporate sustainable management, with concern for transforming and upgrading firm strategies. Compared to non-family firms, the founders of family firms particularly preferred internal succession. Molly, Laveren, and Deloof (2010) indicated that transfer from the first to the second generation may negatively influence the leverage of the company, but no evidence has been found that a family firm’s profitability is affected by succession. However, Fan, Jian, and Yeh (2008), using a sample of 214 family firms’ corporate performance in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, found that after eight years of CEO change, the average share price fell nearly 60%. Bennedsen, Fan, Jian, and Yeh (2015) investigated the succession issues present in firms in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore from 1987 to 2005, and indicated that family firm succession can reduce the value of a firm. In the first five years after replacement of the chairman, cumulative abnormal compensation fell to 56%, but then recovered slightly, which may be related to special assets in family firms (Fan et al., 2008). Bennedsen et al. (2015) suggested that, from 1987 to 2005, 74% of issues that arose were related to
family firm succession; from 1997 to 2012, this figure declined to 53%. For this reason, the study hypothesizes the following:

**H1:** Family corporate performance becomes poorer after succession.

**1.5. Successors and corporate performance**

Familialism, cronism, and authoritarianism are three constituent elements of Chinese family firms (Farh & Cheng, 2000), thus emphasizing the importance of transferring power to the second generation. The founders of family firms prefer internal succession, especially that by the eldest son. According to Fan et al. (2015), about 65% of Asian family firms used internal succession, about 22% used external succession, and the others were sold.

Research has revealed that succession impacts corporate performance. Most enterprises are concerned about who should be the successor. Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) argued that external succession brings greater benefit than internal succession, because the descendants may not inherit all of the founders’ leadership qualities. Other studies indicated that only founders can create greater firm value, not the descendants (Villalonga & Amit, 2006; Smith & Amoako-Adu, 1999; Bennedsen, Nielsen, Pérez-González, & Wolfenzon, 2007).

Conversely, when an enterprise demonstrates competitive advantage and uniqueness, the founders prefer internal succession (Lee, Lim, & Lim, 2003). Bennedsen et al. (2015) indicated that founders create special assets in family firms, so they prefer internal succession. To confirm corporate performance after succession, the study further subdivided the successors into children, external individuals, and other relatives. As mentioned above, the founders of family firms prefer internal succession, especially by the eldest son, due to the Chinese culture of cronism. For this reason, the study hypothesizes the following:

**H2a:** Succession by children will result in higher corporate performance.

**H2b:** Succession by external executives will result in lower corporate performance than succession by relatives.

**2. METHODS**

**2.1. Data**

The sample consists of firms listed in Taiwan with key data listed in the TEJ. The sample period extends from 1996 till 2016. Securities and financial firms and firms with incomplete information are excluded from the sample. These criteria result

---

**Table 1. Descriptive statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Family firms</th>
<th>Succession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobin’s Q</td>
<td>1.3608</td>
<td>0.8368 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>1.7610</td>
<td>4.0337 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>0.0517</td>
<td>0.3416 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>12.653 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Year</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>8.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liv</td>
<td>0.0765</td>
<td>0.0955 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>21.8986</td>
<td>1.3552 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>2.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID%</td>
<td>0.1557</td>
<td>0.1740 13,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHI</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** performance: Tobin’s Q = (common stock market price+ book value of the liabilities) / the book value of total assets, EPS = net income / weighted average common shares, ROE = net income / shareholder equity. Year = the age of firms, S-Year = succession year, Liv = financial leverage, Size = LN (market value), Board = size of board, ID% = ratio of independent directors. Successor (SR): CHI = children, CEO = external executives, OR = other relatives.
in a final number of 13,849 examples from 1,286 family firms, of which 2,918 indicate succession issues. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics and lists all variables of statistics. The average age of family firms without succession issues is 28.3 years, while the average age for those with succession issues was 36.6 years. According to the 2015 Chinese Family Firms Survey, the average tenure of the owners was 17.8 years. About 73% of the successors are children, and 12% succeed to other relatives. A total of 85% of firms demonstrate internal succession, which is higher than that of Fan et al. (2015). Their research shows that family firms in Taiwan are more inclined toward internal succession than other Asian countries.

2.2. Dependent variable

This study analyzed corporate performance according to market and accounting value regarding corporate performance. Market value is based on the approximate Tobin’s Q calculated by Chung and Pruitt (1994) to measure corporate performance; Tobin’s Q is calculated using the market value of common stock and the book value of the liabilities divided by the book value of total assets. This study employ EPS and ROE as proxies for accounting for corporate performance, where EPS is calculated by net income divided by weighted average common shares, and ROE is calculated by net income divided by shareholder equity.

2.3. Independent variable

The main purpose of this study is to discuss the relationship among family succession, the successor, and corporate performance. Within this study, succession is discussed, excluding non-succession events, such as the operator to adjust the co-founder of the rotation between the family or the right to operate the main owner. The study also classifies successors into three categories: children, external executives, and other relatives.

2.4. Control variables

This study further includes some other determinants in corporate performance: age of the company, succession year, financial leverage, scale of the company, and corporate governance. The age of the company is the timeframe from the establishment date to the present. Succession year is determined as when the leader retires from the position of chairman, and the family’s second generation or external professional takes over the position. Succession years are defined as year 1, year 2, etc. Financial leverage is the measured long-term liabilities divided by the book value of total assets. The scale of the company is calculated by the natural logarithm of the market value. Finally, corporate governance is measured in two ways: (1) the size of the board is measured as the proxy variable and (2) the ratio of the independent directors is measured independent of directors divided by whole directors.

2.5. Empirical model

This study discussed the relationship between succession, successor, and corporate performance. First, it identified the family firms with succession issues and classified them according to type of successors, then it examined the relationship between succession, successors, and corporate performance. The main purpose of this study is to identify the ideal successor. The following empirical model is proposed:

\[ \text{Performance}_u = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Su}_u + \beta_2 \text{Year}_u + \beta_3 \text{Liv}_u + \beta_4 \text{Size}_u + \beta_5 \text{Board}_u + \beta_6 \text{ID}_u + \epsilon_u. \]  

Model (1) discussed the relationship between succession of a family firm and corporate performance. It verifies Hypothesis 1, i.e., whether succession reduces business performance as advocated by most researchers (Fan et al., 2008; Bennedsen et al., 2015). In this study, Tobin's Q, EPS, and ROE are applied as proxy variables of corporate performance. Succession (Su) is the independent variable. The age of company (Year), financial leverage (Liv), scale of company (Size), size of board (Board), and the ratio of the independent directors (ID%) are the control variables, and \( \epsilon_u \) is the model residual value. If \( \beta_1 \) is negative, then succession will reduce corporate performance. Model (2) discusses the relationship between successors and corporate performance and verifies Hypothesis 2a.
and Hypothesis 2b. To further examine the relationship between successors and corporate performance, this study re Joins the control variable of succession years (S-Year) and classifies successors into three categories: children, external executives (CEO), and other relatives (OR). According to Fan et al. (2015), about 65% of Asian family firms succeed to children. Regarding other relatives (OR), if \( \beta_2 \) is positive, which means succession by children will result in higher corporate performance, \( H2a \) is supported. But if succession to children is not an option, this study explores whether other relatives or external executives (CEO) are better successors. Suppose \( H2a \) is established; \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_3 \) should be negative, if the greater the weight, then relative corporate performance is poor.

3. RESULT

3.1. Succession and corporate performance

As mentioned above, family firms with succession issues reduce corporate performance. This study employed market and accounting value with corporate performance. The results of the regression equation validation from Model (1) are shown in Table 2. Table 2 is a regression analysis of performance and family succession, and it shows Tobin’s Q, EPS, and ROE as dependent variables and succession (Su) as an independent variable to test the correlation between succession and corporate performance. The empirical results show that succession decline corporate performance regarding both market and the accounting value, except in signification by ESP. Therefore, \( H1 \) is supported. With respect to the control variable, the age of the company, financial leverage and size of board have a significant negative impact on corporate performance, but the scale of the company and ratio of independent directors have a significant positive impact on corporate performance. The result shows that the larger scale of a company and the ratio of independent directors will improve corporate performance. Family firms can increase the proportion of independent directors to reduce the impact of succession.

3.2. Successor and corporate performance

Since the succession is inevitable and may reduce the value of the company, the family firms for the guardian of wealth must succeed to the appropriate successor. As mentioned previously, this study subdivided successors into children, external executives, and other relatives. The results of the regression equation validation from Model (2) are shown in Table 3. Table 3 is a regression analysis of successors and corporate performance; shows Tobin’s Q, EPS, and ROE as dependent variables; and shows successors (children, external executives, and other relatives) as independent variables to test the correlation between the successor and corporate performance.

According to Tobin’s Q, compared to children, if other relatives take over the company, then corporate performance will decline. Therefore, \( H2a \) is supported. Compared to other relatives, if an exter-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Regression analysis: performance and family succession</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Model 1:**  \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Performance}_u &= \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Su}_u + \beta_2 \text{Year}_u + \beta_3 \text{Liv}_u + \beta_4 \text{Size}_u + \beta_5 \text{Board}_u + \beta_6 \text{ID\%}_u + \epsilon_u.
\end{align*}
\]  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Variable</strong></th>
<th><strong>Tobin’s Q</strong></th>
<th><strong>EPS</strong></th>
<th><strong>ROE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Su</td>
<td>–0.061***</td>
<td>–0.102</td>
<td>–0.026***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>–0.019***</td>
<td>–0.035***</td>
<td>–0.001***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liv</td>
<td>–1.608***</td>
<td>–7.092***</td>
<td>–0.384***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>0.28***</td>
<td>1.377***</td>
<td>0.056***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board</td>
<td>–0.024***</td>
<td>–0.137***</td>
<td>–0.006***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID%</td>
<td>0.057***</td>
<td>2.446***</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: * P < .10, ** P < .05, *** P < .01. Variable definitions are presented in Table 1.
nal executive takes over the company, there will be a positive but insignificant impact on corporate performance, meaning that \( H2b \) is not supported.

According to EPS, compared to children, if external executives or other relatives take over the company, corporate performance will decline; such a disadvantage is greater with an external executive. This indicates that succession by children leads to higher corporate performance, thus supporting \( H2a \). If external executives take over the company instead of other relatives, the firm will experience a higher but insignificant negative impact on corporate performance, meaning that \( H2b \) is not supported.

In terms of ROE, compared to the succession by children, if external executives take over the company, the firm will experience a decline in corporate performance. Therefore, \( H2a \) is supported. If external executives take over the company rather than other relatives, corporate performance will decline. Therefore, \( H2b \) is supported.

With respect to the control variable, succession year, age of the company, financial leverage, and size of the board have a significant negative impact on corporate performance, but the scale of the company and ratio of independent directors have a significant positive impact on corporate performance. The empirical results are the same as succession and corporate performance. As mentioned above, succession year represents when the leader retires from the position of chairman, and the family's second generation or external professional takes over the position. Because succession results in a reduction of the company stock price or cumulative abnormal pay (Bennedsen et al., 2015), the greater number of years the successor takes over the position, the lower the correlation with corporate performance. Within this study, the average of succession time is 1.22 years. Compared to the corporations with succession issues, the average of succession time is 36.6 years. Thus, it is reasonable to note that number of years of succession has a significant negative impact on corporate performance.

In summary, regardless of the measure used, \( H2b \) is generally not supported. That means that, in comparison with succession to other relatives, succession to external executives may not result in a decline of corporate performance. In Chinese culture, founders generally want their children to take over the company; if they do not, succession by other relatives or external executives makes no practical difference, but the founder will tend to hand succession to other relatives. The results of the hypotheses are presented in Table 4.

### Table 4. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate performance</th>
<th>Su (H1)</th>
<th>CHI (H2a)</th>
<th>OR (H2b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tobin's Q</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: Y = Hypothesis is supported, N = Hypothesis is not supported. Variable definitions are presented in Table 1.*
3.3. Robustness tests

To assess the validity of the results, this study applied a robustness test that mainly relates to the use of alternative measures with respect to the analysis on corporate performance and succession, together with an assessment of the influence of successors on the results. ROA is calculated using net income divided by the book value of total assets. Corporations with high capital returns can stay in the corporation by earning a surplus to earn a high rate of return. In other words, ROA indicates the potential for growth. With regard to potential for growth, this study applies a further robustness check to explore succession and corporate performance by ROA. In correspondence with our previous findings, succession results in a decline of corporate performance, which confirms that H1 is supported.

With the next robustness check, this study explores successor and corporate performance by ROA. Compared to succession by children, if an external executive or other relatives take over the company, an external executive will lead to a decline and other relatives will improve corporate performance, but this difference is insignificant. Compared to other relatives, if an external executive takes over the company, corporate performance will decline. That means that an internal successor will bring better results than an external successor. Despite the comparison to other relatives, children’s succession will decline corporate performance, but this result doesn’t affect the original empirical results.

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

In Chinese society, the family’s wealth and business are linked together within the tradition of cron-yism. However, succession is inevitable, and depending on who takes over the family firm, a firm can remain sustainable, and corporate performance can be enhanced. In particular, about 85% of family firms in Taiwan opt for internal succession. From Table 2, which presents the empirical results of the relation between succession and corporate performance, this study found that succession reduces corporate performance. Therefore, it is very important that a firm plan for the impact of succession in advance. Succession is a significant and inevitable event, and it is difficult to build a succession-planning program. However, the selection of an individual to take over the company succession can have an impact. Table 3 shows the empirical results of the relation between successor and corporate performance, and this study found that internal succession is better than external succession, and the succession of children is better than that of other relatives. However, not every suitable successor is willing to take over a firm. Therefore, family firms should be committed to finding and training successors to prepare for contingencies.

Succession often results in a reduction in the company’s stock price or cumulative abnormal pay (Bennedsen et al., 2014). Furthermore, the longer the successor takes in assuming the position, the lower the correlation of the succession is with the corporate performance. Investors should thus choose corporations that have no succession issues, plan succession to their children, or plan for longer succession.

There are some limitations of this study. First, the sources of this study are TEJ and the Internet, which is a secondary source, so its authenticity and completeness cannot be assured. Second, although the data are confirmed by multiple parties, there remains the possibility that the study does not accurately measure the relationship between family members and corporate success in some firms. Where possible, future studies should strive to collect data from more complete databases.
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